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VERSAL DETERMINANTAL DEFORMATIONS

M. SCHAPS

The paper investigates the deformations of a determinantal scheme
arising from a deformation of the defining matrix. A sufficient condition
is given for the parameter space of the versal deformation space to
contain a unique smooth subscheme parameterizing determinantal defor-
mations. Examples are given in which various determinantal representa-
tions of a scheme give different determinantal deformation spaces.

Versal deformation spaces for schemes of codimension 1 or 2 are
well-understood, but the theory for schemes of codimension 3 is much
more difficult, and most of the calculated examples fall into a category
which we will call pre-image schemes, X ~ f~\Y) for Y a rigid, Cohen-
Macaulay scheme generated by minors of some generic matrix, with V and
W ambiant affine spaces for X and Y and codim(X, V) = codim(7, W).
The deformations of such schemes have been extensively studied for Y
which is the generic determinantal, symmetric determinantal, or Pfaffian
scheme [1, 2, 3, 6]. Of these the most important are the determinantal
schemes and to simplify our discussion we will restrict our attention to
that case, although the methods would apply as well to the other types of
schemes.

DEFINITION 1. If X is a determinantal scheme of type {a, b, c), with
its ideal generated by the c X c minors of an a X b matrix M, then an
M-deformation of X is one obtained by deforming the entries of M. More
generally, for a preimage scheme f~\Y)9 an /-deformation of X is one
obtained by deforming the morphism/.

We will prove a sufficient condition for the versal M-deformation
space to exist, and apply it to three of the important examples in which
the versal deformation space is known: quotient singularities, monomial
curves and coordinate axes.

EXAMPLE 1. The versal deformation space of the scheme of n coordi-
nate axes in «-space has been calculated by D. S. Rim. The ideal is
generated by xt jcy, i φj> where xχy... 9xn are the coordinates. This is, in
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fact, a determinantal scheme, being given by the minors of any general
matrix

aλxχ

bλxλ

a2x2

b2x2

Thus, as one would expect, the generic deformation is non singular. Rim
has shown that we can take as parameters indeterminates tij9 Σ y # / ttj = 0,
with deformed functions

with relations determined by the requirement that the second factor be
independent of the choice of k.

For n — 4, codimension 3, these relations determine the cone of the
Segre embedding of P 1 X P 3 into P 7, of dimension 5. Over the open dense
set on which ί12, tλ3 and tu are distinct, we in fact have the fibers all
determinantal, as shown by the mapping

k[tlJ] -> k[a, β, γ ] / (a + β + γ)[ε1ε2ε3ε4]

given by sending ttj to the appropriate entry in

βεx yεaε.
γε 2 βε2

βε3 γε3

yε4 βε4

aε.

aε3 -

Computating shows that this is a homomorphism. When α, β, γ are all
distinct, the deformed ideal in k[tiJ9 x] corresponds to the ideal generated
by the minors of the matrix

x2 - aε2 ax2

x3 - βε3 βx3

(βγ ~ βa - yά)ε2

(γα ~ yβ - aβ)ε3

(<*β ~ «Y ~

Although the fibers are determinantal, the deformation itself is not
determinantal, in that in addition to deforming the entries of the defining
matrix of X we must alter the defining matrix by varying α, β and γ in
order to obtain most of the deformations. Thus any theory for deforming
determinantal schemes will have to take account of any nonuniqueness in
the defining matrix which does not arise from ordinary row and column
operations.
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The pathology exhibited here is non-generic, and we should expect a

matrix sufficiently general to define a scheme with an essentially unique

representation, and a versal deformation space.

Any matrix representation can be varied in two standard ways,

without changing the resulting determinantal ideal. The simplest is to add

to each entry of the matrix an element of the ideal. The second is to mimic

an automorphism of the generic determinantal scheme, by multiplying on

the left and right by invertible matrices. What is unusual in example 1 is

the existence of alternative representations not obtained in this way. With

this example as motivation, we make the following definition:

DEFINITION 2. If A' -> A is a surjection of Artin rings with kernel K,

Ml9 M2 matrices over A\Z\ with ideals Jl9 J2, such that KJX — KJ2>
 a n ( *

there exist P == Ia9 Q = Ih (mod K) such that M2 = PMXQ (mod KJX)

then we say that Mx and M2 are equivalent over A.

\ίKJx = KJ2 holds, then in fact Jλ — / 2, since the differences between

a given minor of Mx and the corresponding minor in M2 will be an

element of KJX.

DEFINITION 3. If M is a matrix over A\Z\ and if any two matrices

lifting M to A\Z\, which generate the same ideal, are equivalent, we say

that M has the unique lifting property for A'/A. If this holds for every

surjection Af -> A, we simply say unique lifting property.

Note that if A" ->A' -> A is a composition of surjections, then in

order to show that M over A[Z] has a unique lifting property for A"/A, it

suffices to check it for M for A'/A and for some lifting M' for A"/Ar.

Then if Ml9 M2 over A"\Z\ reduce to M[, M2 over A'[Z] and M over A[Z],

and the minors of Mx and M2 generate the same ideal / " , then we have

P[M[Q[ + R\ = M' = P2M'2Q'2 + Rf

2, with R[, R'2 = 0 mod KJ\

and by taking liftings of P[9 Q , R'i9 we get

MX~M'X'~M'2'~M2.

Thus in order to check that M has the unique lifting property, it is

sufficient to check that each lifting of M has the u.l.p. for small exten-

sions, i.e. extensions whose kernel annihilates the maximal ideal.

PROPOSITION 1. Suppose X is a determinantal scheme with isolated

singularity, and M is a matrix representation with the unique lifting property.

Then the functor of M-determinantal deformations of X has a prorepresenta-

ble hull.
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Proof. We have to check the three conditions Hl9 H2 and H3 from
Schlessinger [7] for the subfunctor F of DB, with F(A) being the set of
isomorphism classes of flat deformations which are representable as
determinantal deformations with respect to M. F(k[ε]) C DB(k[ε]), so
(H3) dim F(k[ε]) < oo.

For (HI), we are given A" -> A9 surjective, and Af -»A. We need to
show that

X F{A")
F(A)

is surjective. Consider η' G F(A% η" G F(A")9 both inducing η G F(A).
Take determinantal representations Y' and YQ9 with Y — Y' XAΆ9 Yo =
YQ XA»A. We have θ: Yo ^ Y, and since A" -> A is surjective, this lifts to
θ"\ YQ -> Y". If TV', JV" are the defining matrices of Y\ Y", they reduce to
N9 JV, defining Y. Since both are liftings of M, which has the u.l.p.,

N~NX. Thus

REMARK. When the hull exists, it provides a versal M-deformation,
whose parameter space will in fact be smooth. This is an immediate
consequence of the fact that all the generators and relations of a de-
terminantal ideal are functions of the matrix entries. Hence, since both are
deformed compatibly, every M-deformation is flat. The same holds for
deformations of a fixed symmetric or Pfaffian representation of a pre-
image scheme.

Let k[ε]^k[T]/T2 be the ring of dual numbers. Suppose that φ:
Af -> k is a surjection of local Artin rings, with maximal ideal m as kernel,
and suppose that ψ: A' -»A is a small extension, so that a generator t of
the kernel satisfies tm — 0.

There is a canonical isomorphism α: tA\Z\ ->εk[Z] = ε(k[ε][Z])

induced by the composition of

tA' ^A'/m - k^εk[ε\.

Any matrix over k[ε][Z] can be written uniquely as M + εN, M, JV
matrices over k[Z],

COROLLARY. Let M be an a X b matrix defined over k[Z]; let J be the
ideal of type {a, b, c) generated by /, and suppose that X = Spec(/c[Z]//)
has a versal deformation hull. Suppose that for every matrix N over k[Z]
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such that M + εN and M generate the same ideal J + eJ over k[ε][Z], we
can modify the rows and column of N by suitable linear combinations of rows
and columns of M, until all entries are in J. Then X has a versal M-deforma-
tion hull.

Proof. By Proposition 1, it suffices to show that any such M has the
unique lifting property. As remarked immediately before the proposition,
it suffices to investigate small extensions ψ: A' -> A. Letting Mλ and M2 be
two matrices which generate the same determinantal ideal Jl9 such that
M2 — M] = 0 (mod(O), we apply the isomorphism a: tA\Z\ -> εk[Z] to
obtain a unique matrix N over k[Z] such that if N' is any lifting to A\Z\

M2 = MX + tN'.

For any subsets μC{l,...,fl} and v C {1,...,6} of order c, let Mμv

be the submatrix of M with these rows and columns. Then \{M2)μv\ —
\(Mx)μv\E. tJλ. For any i E μ, let ϊ be the position of i in μ considered
as an ordered set, and similarly for any j G v, let j be the position
of y'.Λ Using the fact that t2 = 0 and expanding the minors, with bf

tj —
(-iy+7 i (M{)μ_^ v_^ I , and btj corresponding maximal minors of M, we
get

\(M2)μv\-\(Mι)μp\=t2 Σn'ijbίj^eΣ Σ «ubu

We conclude that the ideal generated by M + εN is contained in / + ε/,
and since the differences between the generators all lie in ε/, a simple
Nakayama type argument show that the ideals are, in fact, equal.

Applying the hypothesis of the proposition, we thus conclude that
there exist matrices RaXa and Sbxb such that

M + εN = (i + εR)M(l + εS) (mod εJ)

or

εiV = ε(RM + MS) (mod εJ).

Letting P' = la + tR' and Qr = \h + tS' be the lifting induced by a~ι:
εR -* tR\ εS -+ tS\ we have

tN' = t(R'M{ + MλS') (mod //,).

Thus

M2=P'MxQ
f (modi/j),

as required. •
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Let Aμv be the ideal generated by the (c — 1) X (c — 1) minors of

Mμv. Let Bμv be the ideal generated by those c X c minors ( M μ V ) with

(a) JU = μ' and #{v - vf) < 1, or

(b) i^= *>' and #(/x - μf) < 1,

and let $ be the ideal generated by the remaining c X c minors, so that

J = ®μy ~+~ *%*• With this notation, we shall prove the following sufficient

but not necessary condition:

PROPOSITION 2. Let X be a determinantal scheme of type {a, b, c) with

matrix M. If there exist sets μ and v of c elements, and subsets μ0 C μ and

v0 C v of c — 1 elements, such that

(*) ^ μ o ' o ^ W ' ^V is a determinantal ideal, that is, has height
(a~ c + 2)(b - c + 2),_and __

(2) ffiμV, Π ( % v + % v ) - % v + %Ύ %Ύφrμ' - /z, μ0 W ^ =
^, v0 then X has a versal determinantal deformation.

Proof. Let blJ be the minor (- l ) z + / ({Mμ v) t j | . Then the μv minor of

M + εN lies in / only if

Thus b, which represents the change in the μv minor induced by the

deformation of M by N, lies in &μp Π (%μy + %μp). Therefore, by hypothe-

sis (2), there are elements a-- and n^' such that b — 2a---\M--\

+ Σnirbιj9 with nιf G «μ,, with (μ, v) = (μ, v ~ {j} U {/}) or (μ, v) =
(μ — {/} U {/'}, N) of order c. By adding a-- times t h e / column of M to

they'th column of N, or aμ- times the /' row of M to the /th row of N

respectively, the first sum can be eliminated. The second sum is eliminated

by adding nιjf E / to ntj. Thus we may presume b = 0. Then [ntJ] is a

relation on the minors [btJ] generating the determinantal ideal &μv of type

(c,c,c— 1), so nlJ is generated by row and column operations, the

generating relations being the scalar product of a row or column with the

minors of a c X c - 1 or ( c - 1) X c submatrix containing it, or the

difference between two expansions of the determinant. Thus we may

reduce to the case ntj = 0 for / E μ and j E v.

Let v = j>0 U {/"}, and μ~ μ0U {/'}, so that, for example ίB^ is

generated by the minors bιjf. of M .

We now expand | Mμv, + εΛ^^ | , where vf = v0U {j'}, for f $ ^.

This lies in / if and only if Sj, does, where
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Thus since &μVQ ΠJ = \ V Q + &μVQ \ V Q 9 we have

s ' = Σ aμ¥-

where nljt E $ Thus if for each ^ we subtract from j ' the column j

times (£μ-, and subtract n'tJ,, from each «fy, we have a new JV for which Sy

vanishes. The equation (*) above then determines a relation on the 6/y.,,, so

they' column of TV must be a combination of the columns in P0, and thus

can be eliminated by column operations. We may thus assume n^ — 0 for

i E μ. By performing the corresponding operations on the rows outside of

μ, we may also assume that n — 0 for j E v.

Letting μ' — μ0 U {/'} and v' — v0 U {y'}, the assumption that | M ,v,

+ ε7VμV, I E / leads to an equation sx.y — nt,y b^.y. E /. Since % ,v, is the

zero ideal, and b^,, φ 0 is not a zero divisor, we must have nty E ^μ,v,9

and thus can be eliminated. We thus reduce N to the zero matrix, as

desired.

REMARK. For the generic determinantal scheme the conclusion of the

lemma is that the infinitesimal automoφhisms of Y are determined by the

M^-points of § — GL(α, k) X GL(Z?, k). For the generic 2X n matrix, to

verify that &μv Π (%v + %v) - \ v + &μv-%v is trivial since \ v C &μv

as always, and in this case &μv and %μv have no common variables, so that

The proposition shows that a sufficiently generic determinantal scheme

has a versal deformation space of determinantal deformations. This can be

presumably shown for Pfaffians with Pfaffian deformations and for

symmetric determinantal schemes and their symmetric deformations as

well.

To show that the condition in the lemma is not necessary, simply

consider any curve in three space, which is determinantal of type («,

n — 1, n — 1). The first condition is not fulfilled because one cannot have

&μp of height 4.
μp

EXAMPLE 2. Let X be the surface with quotient singularity (see [3, 4])

given by dividing C2 by the action u -> iu, υ -» iv. X can be embedded in

C 5, and has a representation as a determinantal scheme given by the

2 X 2 minors of the matrix,

x0 xx x2 x31 _
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the codimension being (2 — 1)(4 — 1) = 3 as required. Let Y, C Wx be

the generic determinantal scheme generated by the 2 X 2 minors of a

2 X 4 matrix, and let

/,:Φ 8]
be given by mapping each wλ to the corresponding matrix entry. Then

X = f{~\Y) we can take v = {\93}9 giving the regular sequence

[x0, X\, x2>
 xs) a n d μ = {1,2}, μo = v0 = 1.

However, X has a second non-equivalent representation. Let Y2 C W2

be the scheme determined by the vanishing of the 2 X 2 minors of the

generic 3 X 3 symmetric matrix.

Y2 is Cohen-Macaulay of codimension 3, and the following mapping

exhibits X as a (Z, W2) preimage scheme with representation (/2, 72),

wλ w

w

v\2

13

12

^22

w-'23 W 33

h
Λ 2

X 3

In fact, Xis isomoφhic to a section of Y2 by the hyperplane w22 = wX3.

How are these two very different representations reflected in the

tangent space of the versal deformation space? It has two components.

One of dimension 3 corresponds to the versal M, -deformation.

X Ί

x 2

X-x

The other, of dimension 1, corresponds to the versal M2-deformation

— s

X2 S X^ X 4

The situation in this example is rare but illuminating. It is rare that a
scheme is representable as a preimage of two different rigid schemes, or
even in two essentially different ways as the preimage of the same scheme.
It is illuminating in leading us to expect that first order deformations
which are hybrids of deformations by distinct representations will be
obstructed.

In the quotient singularities of codimension 3, the v.d.s. has a parame-
ter space with two components, one of dimension 1 which is determiantal
and simultaneously resolvable and one of dimension 3. In the special case
treated by Pinkham in his thesis these correspond to a determinantal and
a symmetric determinantal versal deformation. The symmetric de-
terminantal representation occurs for the action with n — 8, q = 3, i.e.
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u -> ζu, υ -» f 3u, and ζ8 = 1, where the invariant monomials can be

arranged in a symmetric 3 X 3 matrix

u5v

( I I V ) 2

5

uυ uυ

(u2v2Y uυ5 vs

There does not seem to be a determinantal representation in this case.

EXAMPLE 3. Consider the curve defined by the vanishing of the 2 X 2
minors of the matrix

discussed in the section on monomial curves in Pinkham [3]. It has a
versal determinantal deformation space, since we can take μ0 = {1} C μ
— {1,2} and v0 — {1} C v = {1,3} and the hypotheses of the lemma will
be satisfied. However unlike the case in Example 2 the corresponding
smooth subscheme of the parameter space is not a component.
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